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Abstract. Agile software development methods, in their various different forms, 

have become the basis for most software projects in today’s world. The 

methodology is present in almost all organisations today. However, despite the 

popularity, failure rates in software projects remain high. This paper identifies why 

agile methodologies have become so successful. In addition, the paper discusses 

certain factors that may often be overlooked in organisations that have adopted agile 

methods, such as rework, maintainability, adoption, turnover rates and the potential 

costs associated with each. The research carried out was a multivocal literature 

review (MLR). Multiple white and grey literature which was deemed to be relevant 

was selected. 32 contributions from white literature were selected for use in the 

review as well as 8 from grey literature sources. We find that while agile has many 

advantages, organisations may overlook the potential downsides of using an agile 

methodology. If not managed or implemented correctly, organisations risk taking 

on more hidden and expensive costs, for example in relation to rework. It is 

important that organisations are sufficiently trained in agile methods in order to 

succeed. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Many agile software development practices may predate the agile manifesto, but nevertheless, since 

its inception in 2001, agile software development (or for short, agile) has grown in popularity [43]. 

Many common metrics used to measure the success of a project, such as Business Value Delivered, 

Customer Satisfaction and Earned Value, show an improvement when agile systems are 

implemented [1]. From a business standpoint these are positive and in line with what the 

organization is seeking to improve. However, as agile has become more ubiquitous, some 

organisations risk overlooking the potential costs that agile may bring. 

 

It is undeniable that agile has proven to be an effective way to manage software projects, but this 

may contribute to it simplified reputation as a “one size fits all” solution to software process, even 

though there are many situational factors that affect the development process [44], and a need to 

continually adapt it has been shown to be beneficial for business success [56]. More generally, it 

has been suggested that agile as a concept, for example in manufacturing, should not be considered 

as a one-size-fit-all solution [2]. Indeed, variation in software development situational contexts also 

affects the software process [51-54] and the inevitable change within given contexts presents as a 

constant challenge to software developers [55]. Though it has been shown that agile delivers an 

overall improvement in project success, precisely what defines “success” in software companies is 
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subject to variation [45]. Often companies will adopt agile in the hope of it being a general solution, 

but they may not adapt their organisations to allow agile to work for them [3]. The goal of this 

research is to investigate whether agile methodologies incur certain hidden costs that may not be 

accounted for (or calculated). Agile projects should be implemented with a robust level of 

understanding and discipline, without which they run the risk of losing time, reducing quality and 

creating confusion for the development team [4]. Furthermore, the way in which agile affects the 

culture and traditions of a company is difficult to measure, but research has shown that this has 

been one of the most overlooked and difficult problems to correct [5]. The agile approach requires 

an excellent working understanding of its processes by everyone involved, including the customers. 

We suggest that companies that view this development process simply as a quick way to fix 

production or delivery problems face hidden dangers that could result in compounding these issues. 

To examine this important space, we investigate what it means for agile projects to be successful, 

and we seek to identify aspects of agile that can be troublesome and that companies may 

inadvertently overlook. 

 

Section 2 of this paper details the related agile software development literature, with Section 3 

examining the concept of success in agile software development, and Section 4 investigating the 

challenges associated with agile. Section 5 presents research limitations and Section 6 concludes 

the paper and identified possible future research directions.  

2. Related Literature 

Four researchers were responsible for conducting the review over a 7 week period as part of an 

undergraduate assignment based Dublin city University. A multivocal literature review (MLR) [46] 

was employed, and it involved the use of various white (such as academic papers) and grey (such 

as blogs, newspapers, websites) literature. Careful consideration was taken when choosing grey 

literature and it was almost always used in combination with white literature to corroborate a point. 

The team took part in weekly meetings where any problems and questions were discussed with the 

module lecturer. 

 

2.1. Research Questions 

The data sources and search strategies that were thoroughly examined determined the research 

questions in this paper. The aim of this paper is to provide an answer to the two following research 

questions: 

 

• What is “success” for agile software projects? 

• What are the factors that organisations may overlook when using or adopting agile?  

 

These two research questions were chosen as we believe that they effectively target the goal of the 

paper. From these research questions, the team aimed to provide information on topics such as 

rework, agile adoption, turnover and maintainability. 

 

2.2. Data Sources and Search Strategy 

In the first meeting, key search strings were discussed, and the literature review was then broken 

down into several smaller steps. First was to determine the key strings which were used in 

determining relevant academic papers and grey literature. Key strings such as “Agile success”, 

“agile rework costs”, “questioning agile”, “rework agile” and “failure in agile” were used and 

careful examination of the different literature was performed before the relevant material was 

extracted. Google search was utilised to find grey literature. The academic papers were found 

through Google Scholar and the digital libraries of publications include ScienceDirect, IEEE and 

ACM which were used to find the academic papers used in this paper. 

 

2.3. Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

Prior to conducting the bulk of the research, a class was held on how to correctly carry out an 
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MLR. Criteria for including and excluding certain literature was discussed. The title and abstract 

of the returned papers were briefly analysed to determine relevancy. Papers were considered 

relevant if they provided an interesting viewpoint on one of the topics mentioned above as well as 

being available in English. For grey literature, further criteria needed to be accounted for such as 

the validity of the source or author. Using this process, just over 40 pieces of literature were deemed 

relevant. The result of our findings are discussed in the following sections.  

3. Agile Success 

Traditional software development is plan-driven in which work begins by documenting a 

complete set of requirements, followed by high-level design documents before the coding and 

testing has begun. The emphasis on documenting comprehensive set of requirements and a design 

up front have while beneficial to certain aspects of software projects, they can also manifest as “a 

source of major contention, rework, and delay at high-change levels” [6].  It is these challenges that 

caused agile methods to become so popular [7], possessing as they do the ability to enable 

organisations to be flexible in their treatment of requirements and focused on enabling businesses 

to rapidly respond to changes [8]. There are also claims that agile methods achieve success as the 

primary focus is delivering business value while reducing costs [9], and while some costs are 

certainly eliminated (such as documentation costs), the authors of this work suggest that perhaps 

there has been insufficient treatment of other less obvious costs that are not presently subject to 

measurement. Prior to agile, reported project success rates were far lower than today, for example 

the 1994 Standish Group Chaos report, stated that software project success rates were only 16.2%. 

However, from this it should not be concluded that agile software development has improved 

project success rates, as many other technological innovations have occurred in the intervening 

years, and indeed, measures of project success are also subject to change [46]. 

3.1. Defining Success in Agile 

In order to understand why agile has become so successful, it is important to define success. 

Defining project success has been a topic of discussion for many researchers and practitioners. 

Often, the definition of success comes back to the triple constraint [7]. Using this approach, a project 

is considered successful when it is delivered on time, within budget and on target or according to 

requirements. This view of success may be seen as project management success. However, this may 

be an over-simplified view of success, and thus it is adapted to include other perspectives, for 

example customer satisfaction [10]. The 2015 Standish Group Chaos report defines success as being 

on time, within budget and producing a satisfactory result, marking a project that passes all three 

as successful, challenged if one of the three measures fails and lastly, failure if the project was 

cancelled [11] (the report gathered data from over 10,000 projects). The report examines difference 

in success between agile and waterfall methods, finding that in general agile is more successful (ref. 

Fig. 1). However, the difference is most pronounced in medium to large size projects. 
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Fig. 1 - Chaos Report 2015: Success in Agile vs Waterfall [11] 

While the measurements above for defining success are important, they do not take account of 

certain qualities of agile such as technical excellence, process improvement and sustainable 

development. The Art Of Agile Development outlines that success should be considered as a union 

of organisational success, technical success and personal success (ref. Figure 2). The book 

highlights that all three are necessary. Personal success is required to ensure employees remain 

motivated, technical success to ensure the software created is maintainable and organisational 

success to ensure that the project is delivering value [9]. 

 

Fig. 2 – Success in Agile Software Development [9] 

 

Agile, however, is not a silver bullet for software project success [9], with multiple grey literature 

sources discussing many underlying problems that have appeared in agile recently [12, 13, 14]. 

Kent McDonald discusses how organisations are moving to agile as they believe they will be at a 

disadvantage if not seen to do so. Ron Jefferies outlines that when agile is adopted poorly, 

developers can suffer with having less time to do the work, with increasing demand to build 

software faster. This can result in more defects, slower progress and developers leaving an 

organisation.  A survey examining critical agile success factors found the following to be important: 

a correct delivery strategy, proper practice of agile software engineering techniques, a highly skilled 

team, a solid team management process, a team oriented environment and strong customer 

involvement [15]. Customer involvement may be particularly important, and that without it, agile 

projects may experience pressure to over-commit, loss of productivity, significant rework and 

business loss [16]. If we consider that customer collaboration, sometimes extending to the on-site 

presence of a customer, is highly encouraged in agile software development, we be alert to the 
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impact of reduced customer collaboration in agile settings. Afterall, perhaps not all clients will be 

able to locate on-site – full time or even part time - during projects.   

 

The 2018 State of Agile report notes that 97% of the respondents utilise agile software development 

methodologies, with Scrum and SAFe being the most popular agile implementations [1]. The report 

highlights the reasons for adopting agile methods as accelerating software delivery, managing 

changing priorities and increasing productivity. It is important to note that the report also mentions 

that 83% of the respondents were below a high level of competency with agile practices, which we 

suggest is cause for concern in relation to long term software project and system sustainability. A 

2017 study, “An Agile Agenda”, examined 300 companies across the UK and US, finding that agile 

“has been adopted so enthusiastically that it is now being stretched beyond its limits” [19]. Of 

course, the rise of frameworks such as SAFe may work to reduce this impact, but they might be 

more heavyweight agile frameworks, requiring as they do an increases in process and not 

necessarily at a rapid delivery cadence. In this sense, scaled agile frameworks such as SAFe might, 

we suggest, could be classified as semi-agile frameworks, falling as they do between traditional 

lifecycle models such as the waterfall, and more recent agile themed approaches such as continuous 

software engineering [48]. 

4. Potential Challenges with Agile 

In this section, we aim to outline potential challenges that may be overlooked when using agile 

methods.  
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4.1. Minimal Documentation 

One of the primary values of the Agile manifesto is “working software over comprehensive 

documentation”, which encourages developers to focus more on delivering software rather than 

spending time on documentation.  Often, the code is considered the documentation and as change 

is guaranteed in agile, spending time on documentation can be considered effort wasted [17]. 

Traditional methods such as Waterfall made extensive use of up front design and documentation. 

Agile, in contrast, aims to reduce the large up front design cost as this is considered one source of 

the high rework costs that may associated with traditional approaches [6]. Note that it is not just the 

initial creation of the big upfront design that is considered expensive, it is also the fact that the 

design must be revisited and modified as changes arise. Agile does not completely disregard 

documentation, it only emphasises that it is more important to apply knowledge rather than 

documenting it [18]. 

However, there are genuine concerns regarding the absence of appropriate levels of documentation 

on agile projects, especially as it has been observed that “44% of Agile projects that fail do so 

because of a lack of documentation” [19]. Due to agile methodologies focus on minimal 

documentation, it means that the primary source of knowledge within the methodology is tacit. This 

approach works in favour of agile methods if the team’s tacit knowledge is sufficient for the project 

life cycle, however, there is also a risk that the team may make critical mistakes due to the shortfalls 

in tacit knowledge [6]. In small agile teams or organisations, tacit knowledge may suffice, but in 

larger agile organisations, formal documentation is required for inter-team communication and 

coordination [20]. 

Another interesting point refers to one of the 12 principles of agile: Agile processes promote 

sustainable development. With relation to sustaining quality performance in software development, 

tacit knowledge transformation to organisational knowledge is essential. However, due to agile’s 

fast paced environment, it can be challenging to record tacit knowledge in documentation [18]. 

Knowledge sharing techniques have been used in agile approaches such as pair programming, pair 

rotation as well scrum daily stand-up meetings which include the entire team [21]. But the hidden 

value of these practices in enabling a cohesive overall agile strategy may not be appreciated across 

the board, for example some may consider pair programming too expensive, even though Kent 

Beck in prescribing XP [49] advocated that all practices must be implemented, and not just some a 

la carte selection. 

Rudimentary and partial measures of success may only measure up until the project is handed over 

to the maintenance stage, and therefore, further studies have examined maintainability in agile 

environments. One study, involving 18 organisations, observed that agile may be effective in the 

short term as there is less focus on documentation and more on productivity, but long term there 

may be problems [22]. For example, the study results showed that 50% of software engineers lost 

track of projects they are working on, 66% also highlighting that the loss of key engineers would 

be a major issue, leading to increased costs and decreased productivity. This is a good example of 

the challenges raised by absences of formal knowledge reification (for example in the form of 

documentation describing the product), whereby developers that wishes to extend the design may 

be puzzled by the current implementation [17]. 
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4.2. Rework 

Rework can be described as redoing a process or activity that was initially implemented 

incorrectly, often due to changing requirements, and it can directly impact the performance and 

profits of an organisation, perhaps depleting 40% to 70% of a project's budget [23]. We suggest 

that there are genuine challenges regarding the classification of rework, especially concerning 

avoidable and unavoidable rework. However, literature shows that some rework is unavoidable in 

software development as software is an evolving process. Multiple research efforts have described 

the different types of rework in software development, which may be broken down into three 

categories [24]: 

• Evolutionary: Usually rework that occurs in response to a change in user requirements 

(unavoidable). 

• Retrospective: Rework that occurs when developers knowingly exclude needs required by 

users. Thus, requiring the developer to add the needs in the next version (avoidable). 

• Corrective: Often the most common type of rework. It involves fixing defects that were 

added in previous versions of the code (sometimes avoidable).  

It is important that organisations identify the root causes of the different types of rework, as it 

can help with improving productivity, developer morale and customer satisfaction [24].  Reasons 

for rework vary within different organisations, and we suggest that some interpretation may be 

required in classifying rework, and not all participants may agree on the classification reached for 

a given item. Common reasons for rework are often due to poor communication, ambiguous 

requirements, inadequate testing and a lack of documentation [6]. The main causes can also be 

represented using the “fish-bone” model as seen in Fig. 3 [23].  

 

Fig. 3 – Fish-bone Model [23] 

 
While some consider refactoring to be considered a form of rework [24], rework is considered by 

many as a negative process, whereas refactoring is positive [7]. Refactoring helps to improve code 

understanding, improve maintainability, easier to test and allows for easier defect detection [5]. Of 
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course, with agile based development, rework is inevitable [24] as the fundamental principle is that 

of welcoming change at any time during the development lifecycle [25]. Agile principles encourage 

better collaboration with customers, technical excellence and releasing working software 

frequently, all of which target the causes of rework. Owing to the increased collaboration between 

users and developers in agile, the amount of rework can be reduced. A study which examined the 

socio-technical aspects of agile, showed rework was reduced because of frequent communication 

between team members [26]. Agile also promotes the use of an automated build and test system 

which alerts developers of errors early in the development lifecycle when new features are 

implemented [24]. A study which examined the effectiveness of agile methodologies versus a 

waterfall methodology found that the total amount of rework done was less in the agile approach 

(ref. Fig. 4) [27]. Our analysis suggests that most rework research focuses on minimizing the 

amount of rework in a given software project [23], and for an aspect of cost volatility as large as 

rework can potentially be, there was little concrete or substantial contemporary published material 

dedicated to measuring the cost of rework in agile settings.  

 

 
Fig. 3 – Rework in Agile Versus Waterfall [27] 

It is accepted that 10% to 20% of total effort in agile is spent on rework [24], yet we are also told 

that it accounts for 40% to 70% of a software project's budget [23]. All types of rework should be 

collected and analysed if organisations wish to find the root causes. However, software developers 

may avoid noting rework as it can take away from perceptions of productivity and their 

organisations may tie rework to performance reviews. Organisations should encourage developers 

to speak about rework without the worry of it affecting performance reviews [24], perhaps rework 

reduction should be a performance parameter. It is also interesting to note the relationship of rework 

with the product backlog which is often used in agile methodologies such as scrum. One study 

focused on how product backlog changes are managed in Scrum projects [28]. In this study, it states 

that as a requirement changes, over 50% of practitioners write the updated requirement as a new 

requirement, instead of recording the change reason or motivation. This may lead to significant 

untracked rework and it appears that there is ripe potential for both research and measurement in 

this space. 

 

4.3. Organisational Change 

 

All software development is complex [49] and we can therefore expect that it requires detailed 

planning and analysis. It is therefore not surprising to discover that up to 34% of agile projects that 

fail are reported to do so because of a lack of planning for the project and its methods [29]. We 

therefore see that while agile may advocate more so-called lightweight developer-oriented planning, 

monitoring and control, this alternative to traditional project management-led planning does not 

necessarily yield improved project success. In the UK, over £30 billion is estimated to have been 

wasted on unsuccessful agile projects in 2017 [19]. These are the costs that companies hope to 
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reduce when adopting agile but which may manifest due to its adoption. 

 

One example of the process change that may be required relates to software architecture, with 68% 

of CIOs interviewed in one survey claiming that agile teams require more architects, with hiring 

and training of architects seen as necessary if a company wishes to scale-up using agile methods 

[19]. This can be considered to be a very interesting observation, as software architects have a 

broader view of the software system and its overall design, and an insistence of having higher 

numbers of architects in agile environments may reduce the impact of design decay. Perhaps, 

indeed, agile settings prefer or benefit from increased architectural knowledge among heretofore 

standard software engineers. Agile architects are expected to mentor and be directly involved with 

the development process and future planning as requirements change [30].  

 

When transitioning to agile, changes in the organization’s culture, structure and management can 

be expected. Agile is highly dependent on social interaction between team members, and a shift in 

organizational structure can impact the work culture of an organization. Culture has a powerful yet 

intangible effect on the development process, and the power shift from management to the 

developers which can cause discontent and disruption for a project and its members [31]. In the 9th 

Annual State of Agile Survey, 42% of respondents claimed one of the leading reasons for a failed 

agile project was company philosophy or culture at odds with core agile values, and 36% stated a 

lack of support for cultural transition [1]. Failed projects are a continuing problem in the IT industry, 

66% of projects partially or totally fail [11], with the worldwide estimated cost of IT project failure 

reported to be 6.18 Trillion USD [32]. If a company is unable or unwilling to account for the cultural 

change that agile requires it will cost the company time, money and workers that become 

dissatisfied or unable to work in a conflicted system. Agile requires a shift from a “command-and-

control” process to a “leadership-and-collaboration” process [31], and this might not be easily 

achieved in various settings.  

 

Scrum is an agile project management approach that emphasises the interaction and cooperation of 

many different roles on a team, with the welcomed involvement of the client to the process. 

However, the various meetings required in agile, including those with client involvement and 

potentially other stakeholders also, can raise challenges related to differing priorities [33]. Face to 

face communication is regarded as the most effective form of communication and is encouraged as 

the primary form of communication [25]. This is typically facilitated by the daily stand-up 

meetings, however, as software development has become increasingly globalized in recent years, 

organisations have had to figure out how to accommodate teams with members that are living in 

different time zones. Success rates for projects with members that are located far apart drops 

significantly when compared to those that are co-located [34]. Large time zone differences, national 

and religious holidays, language barriers all can act as an impediment for agile practices [35]. If 

these practical realities are not properly accommodated, organisations could experience additional 

costs in terms of time, money and quality. The collaborative nature of agile methods means that it 

is at increased risk [5]. 

 

4.4. Job Satisfaction  

 

Some research suggests that most of what we know about job satisfaction in agile is anecdotal and 

to be careful about the findings [36]. Job dissatisfaction can have a huge impact on staff turnover 

rates and stress, and high turnover rates are concerning as they can have a considerable economic 

effect on an organisation and its employees [36]. Where turnover is an issue, and the software 

development business is not immune to this phenomenon, training new replacement employees to 

an efficient standard is important. However training new employees can be costly especially in 

small software development companies [18].  

 

Many different factors may affect job satisfaction in agile environments, with certain aspects shown 

to have a positive effect, including agile project management methods (such as daily stand-ups, 
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retrospectives, iterative planning) and development practices (such as automated unit testing, pair 

programming, continuous integration and refactoring) [37]. Studies have proven that higher 

perceptions of job characteristics of a) feedback, b) task significance, c) skill variety, d) job 

autonomy, e) ability to complete a whole task are positively related to job satisfaction [36, 37, 40]. 

What can infer from these works that factors such as job autonomy, skill variety, task significance, 

feedback and the ability to complete a whole task are significant factors to support developer 

satisfaction [36, 37].  

 

Comparing the different levels of stress that an employee may be experiencing depending on the 

methodology used may provide useful insights into how agile affects stress. A study performed by 

Mannaro et al, studied factors affecting satisfaction in software teams and specifically examined 

the relationship between stress and the software methodology adoption, finding that agile methods 

were associated with reduced stress levels [38, 39]. A similar study conducted in Switzerland 

performed an online survey querying managers and developers about the usage of development 

methods and practices such as agile, and examined possible associations with stress (ref. Fig.5) 

[39]. In this study, managers and developers were asked to rate how agile had influenced their stress 

at work. They responded on a scale from 1 (not very stressed) to 5 (very stressed), and findings 

suggest that managers seem to be less stressed in agile environments compared to the developers 

who tend towards a neutral observed stress effect. This is perhaps not surprising as managers have 

less direct responsibility.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 – Levels of stress in agile, managers vs developers [39] 

 

4.5. Knowledge and Employee Turnover in Agile  

 

Knowledge loss is a serious issue for any development team, the smaller the team, the greater the 

impact of the staff turnover rates [18]. This impact can manifest in many ways, for example on team 

productivity and quality. There are many different forms of knowledge loss that can happen within 

a company, for example, knowledge hoarding, staff turnover and knowledge loss due to the pace 

of technology. Knowledge hoarding is where employees want to keep their knowledge hidden for 

inter-personal reasons or where it may be endemic in the organisational culture, however building 

a knowledge sharing environment is very important for any business. [18] 

 

The pace at which technology changes is a good example of the challenge for knowledge sharing 

in software development companies. Developers may find it difficult to update their knowledge 

while trying to meet all their deadlines and because of that they will not get around to sharing 

knowledge with their colleagues [18]. Due to the agile methodologies emphasis on minimal 

documentation, employee turnover rates are perhaps especially concerning to a company [18, 25, 

42]. If the original development team cannot be maintained, knowledge about the software will be 

lost and extra resources will go into training new employees [18, 25]. These costs might not be 

insignificant the knowledge intensive software development ecosystem where employee turnover 

has been a perennial challenge.   
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The opportunity to work on interesting projects, being able to influence decisions and the 

relationship with their users are statistical factors in satisfaction [36]. One study found that job 

dissatisfaction can lead to high voluntary staff turnover [36], with turnover costing about 20 percent 

of all manpower expenses [41]; other studies have estimated turnover costs to be as much as 70-

200% [36]. Software development firms will understandably want to avoid high turnover rates and 

reports agile positively affects employee satisfaction, might be aligned with improved strategic 

outcomes including staff retention [36, 38]. It should be noted that calculating the true cost of 

replacing an experienced worked is a non-trivial exercise in its own right [41]. 

 

Agile adapts to employee turnover rates by introducing two knowledge sharing approaches, which 

create strong enthusiasm in software engineering [18]. Pair programming is the first one and it 

allows knowledge sharing between two developers. Pair rotation is the second knowledge sharing 

technique and it is used to break the ice between software development team members, however, 

the downsides to pair programming and pair rotation are that they double the manpower and cost 

on a given problem [18]. So while there are mechanisms in place to support knowledge sharing in 

agile settings, they are not free and perhaps not consistently adopted in industry, and the very 

concept of knowledge retention in software engineering is a broad and complex field [50]. 

5. Limitations of research 

The field of agile software development is vast, it is employed around the world and is documented 

extensively across both academic and grey literature. To investigate the true costs of agile software 

development is to some extent an impossible task, especially given the extent of situational variation 

that can arise in software development [44]. In an effort to better understand the costs associated 

with agile software development, four primary researchers investigated different costs themes in 

agile software development over a seven week period. While this was sufficient to gain some insight 

into the phenomena of interest, it can be considered quite limited in terms of a full evaluation of all 

of the material that has been documented on these topics.  

Furthermore, the four primary researchers were four final year undergraduate students in the B.Sc. 

in Computing Applications (Hons.) based in Dublin City University, Ireland. These researchers are 

not formally trained in research, and it was their first opportunity to conduct academic research. To 

offset this, the researchers received training on performing multivocal literature reviews, and were 

furthermore supported weekly on the process of performing robust academic research.  

6. Conclusion & Future Work 

Awareness of the strengths and successes of agile are spoken about at large in the software industry. 

When implemented into an organisation's process effectively, the benefits to customer and 

employee satisfaction can be substantial; with product improvement and cost reductions reported 

across both academic and grey literature. However, the ease at which agile can be effectively 

adopted can be overestimated, and the concept of “success” may be overstated and over simplified, 

giving a false impression that agile is the standard, simple fix to any project regardless of the 

business context. Agile is a way of thinking and a culture that must be clearly explained to all those 

who are involved and creating awareness of this point is massively important. Without mature 

familiarity with the agile process and all its supporting practices, both internal and external 

disruption can arise which can directly or indirectly affect the product and its clients. Those 

responsible for strategic decision making in software development firms should invest in 

understanding agile more deeply, the ultimate realisation from which may be that agile is more 

complex than some simple scaffolding provided in some agile method. It is in fact a cocktail of 

interrelated practices and techniques that drive an organisational culture and which can prove 

difficult to master.  
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Clear and direct communication are essential to an effective agile strategy, and issues with scaling 

and distantly located team members can be exacerbated if they are not carefully accommodated in 

the agile process. Often, management can look to agile to fix general issues with a project at the 

time of adoption, but as an organization has more success, they risk scaling without properly 

preparing their process. 

 

There are a significant number of intangibles that are difficult to assess when it comes to examining 

project success in agile. With work culture playing a large role in the level of an employee’s job 

satisfaction, the need for a culture shift can cause dissatisfaction for workers. Our research found 

that the agile paradigm shifts some of the power from management and grants it to the developers, 

and that this can raise developer job satisfaction. Although agile may increase perceived work 

pressure among developers, overall their engagement with their role can increase and stress levels 

can be reduced. Somehow, the increased pressure that comes with increased empowerment may in 

fact serve to reduce overall stress load. But our findings here are not conclusive and given the role 

of job satisfaction in employee retention, we recommend further attention to understanding the 

reasons for high staff attrition and if these may be related to agile adoption. Other reasons for this 

attrition clearly exist, for example the high demand on skilled software developers can drive wage 

inflation. But not every employee leaves a company for financial reasons, and with knowledge 

workers in particular, job satisfaction may be a key factor to consider. And a key concern in job 

satisfaction relates to the work processes, and therefore, this should be examined further through 

the lens of agile software development.  

 

In relation to rework, our findings suggest that it is a complicated concept. Put simply, what one 

person considers to be rework, another person may classify as requirements discovery through an 

evolutionary feedback process. This is perhaps the most important finding from our research: it 

seems that there is very limited research into the costs of rework in agile settings. We also observe 

what might be considered a dangerous practice of introducing wholly new product backlog features 

when eliciting user feedback on already-implemented features. Left unchecked, this practice can 

disguise rework as new product backlog items, and it could be the source of cost hemorrhage in 

some settings. It may be that effective agile implementation should insist on linking new product 

backlog items to earlier backlog items to police against runaway rework costs. But as much of this 

appears unmeasured – or at least unreported – today, we cannot know the true position. This, we 

suggest, should be a major concern for software companies.  

 

While our research brought forward no dedicated studies on the impact of minimal documentation 

in agile, multiple studies have suggested that a lack of documentation may cause issues. Agile may 

be beneficial for short term goals, but if ineffectively implemented, it may exacerbate long term 

maintainability costs. This point cannot be overemphasised and it plays back into the long-

established guidance not to take an a la carte approach to agile software development practices. 

Supporting practices such as refactoring and pair programming are important ingredients in 

building a long-term sustainable product and team. Without an emphasis on software design as 

supported through refactoring, products can become very expensive to maintain, and without 

practices for training and knowledge sharing such as pair programming, companies can silently 

accumulate dependencies on transient workers , all the while perhaps also working against a truly 

agile philosophy. And finally, let us not forget that while the Agile Manifesto values working 

software over comprehensive documentation, and individuals and interactions over processes and 

tools, it also recognises that there is value in documentation and processes. This is perhaps the small 

print that some businesses miss.  
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